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Reporting and XBRL

A Short Course in International Joint Ventures 3rd Ed., eBook
Chinese Economic Law and Selected Comparisons from the
Pacific Rim
This user-friendly resource is comprised of two complementary parts: first, a
practical overview of certain key tax aspects of international transactions that have
general application, followed by twenty-one detailed country profiles, pinpointing
each jurisdiction's handling of such areas of concern as entity classification,
taxable transactions, tax-free transactions (both domestically and cross-border),
loss planning, IP planning, compensation arrangements, acquisition financing, JV
planning, VAT issues, tax treaty usage, and much more. The experts in each
country suggest solutions designed to maximize effective tax planning and satisfy
compliance obligations. The work will assist in planning and evaluating strategies
for transactions in single and multiple jurisdictions, as well as in implementing
them. It further will allow an easy comparison of key tax aspects in major
jurisdictions. Addressing an important information gap in an area of widespread
commercial concern, this resource will be welcomed by international tax counsel,
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corporate and financial services attorneys, and corporate planning and compliance
professionals. Contributing authors: Marti Adroer, Soo-Jeong Ahn, Javier Asensio,
Daniel Bader, Xavier Berre, Peter H. Blessing, Jose Carlos Silva, Agn�s Charpenet,
David Caupers, Stephan Eilers, Shefali Goradia, Gabriel Gotlib, Daniel Gustafsson,
Richard Hendriks, Werner Heyvaert, Soraya M. Jamal, John Jangwoon Kwak, Josh
Jones, Sophie Jouniaux, Janne Juusela, Michael Khayat, Kirsten Kjellander, Robert
Kopstein, Daniel Lehmann, Sanna Lindqvist, Margriet E. Lukkien, Ricardo Luiz
Becker, Victor Matchekhin, Michael McGowan, Patrick Mears, Riccardo Michelutti,
Takeo Mizutani, Stephen Nelson, Janette Pantry, Peter Reinarz, Eric N. Roose,
M�nica Sada Garibay, Martin Schiessl, Michael H. Shikuma, Ansgar A. Simon, Jin
Soo Soh, James Smith, Raoul Stocker, Andrew Stuart, Peng Tao, Peter Utterstr�m,
Adalberto Valadez, Maarten J.M. van der Weijden, Richard Vann, Chris Van Loan,
Fernando M. Vaquero, Fl�vio Veitzman, Sonia Velasco and Sabrina Wong

Tax Planning for International Mergers, Acquisitions, Joint
Ventures and Restructurings
Joint Ventures and Shareholders' Agreements
This title is of value to businesses from all sectors which are considering their rePage 3/16
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engineering and restructuring options, as well as those that are reviewing both
their approach to international expansion, and whether there are other ways to
penetrate domestic markets which their typical expansion model does not allow
them to address.This first edition of Alternative Corporate Re-engineering will be of
great assistance to corporations and their counsel, providing valuable insights and
guidance to these complicated processes

Tax Strategies for Corporate Acquisitions, Dispositions,
Financings, Joint Ventures, Reorganizations, and
Restructurings
This highly accessible book takes a step-by-step approach to the legal theory and
practical realities of organizing, negotiating, managing, and protecting an
International Joint Venture. It covers every aspect of the subject with numerous
examples and problem-solving tips, including dealing with cultural
misunderstandings, property rights issues, legal liability, as well as contract advice.

Accountant's Encyclopedia, Revised
Joint Ventures in Europe
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An Outline of the Law of Partnership
Foreign Investment Review
Intertax; European Tax Review, la Fiscalité Du Marché
Commun, Eropäische Steuer-Zeitung
Wiley IFRS 2015
This innovative book provides non-native English speakers with the English
language skills necessary to carry out their legal studies and professional activities
effectively. It focuses specifically on the legal language required in two major areas
of law central to international business law, drawing on examples from English,
American and European legal materials. Fully class-tested, it employs an
interactive methodology widely accepted in English language teaching.
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Enforcement of Judgments, Awards & Deeds in Commercial
Matters
This special report discusses the reasons for joint ventures and the strategic
considerations which affect them. The emphasis is on international joint ventures,
including a framework for analysis of such ventures in the US, socialist countries
and China. A case study demonstrates the key steps in establishing a joint venture.
Tax and legal considerations are extensively covered, and the report concludes
with a chapter on reasons for the failure of joint ventures.

Canadian Taxation of Oil and Gas Income
Asia Business Law Review
Joint Ventures
"One of the first things international practitioners must consider is where to
conduct legal proceedings. But the second thought must be whether a judgment or
award, or a deed for that matter, is enforceable in the debtor's jurisdiction or the
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jurisdiction where there are assets. This first edition of Enforcement of Judgments,
Awards and Deeds, provides the answer to such questions for a variety of
jurisdictions. The New York Convention of 1958 is widely implemented, and
therewith provides the basis for recognition of arbitral awards in many countries;
where court judgments are concerned, the position is different. This book assists
practitioners to make the right choice." -- (Cover)

California Law Review
Antitrust and Trade Regulation Today
Accountant's Encyclopedia
SASS Papers
Mining Law
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"The use of joint ventures is widespread in the EU. This book offers a practical
guide to the selection and use of differing joint venture structures in nine
countries: Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, The
Netherlands and the UK. "

International Mergers and Joint Ventures
IAS/US GAAP Comparison
Southern california law review
Merger Control
Baffled by joint venture and shareholder agreements? Guidance on the new PSC
Register is just one of the things that small businesses need to understand. Helping
you to identify the central issues involved in joint venture transactions, take
effective instructions and draft good documentation using precedents, case studies
and checklists. Now covers: Small Business, Enterprise and Employment Act 2015
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(including the official guidance on new register of Persons of Significant Control
(PSC Register) Latest tax rates and changes (including corporation and capital
gains tax 2017/18 and entrepreneurs' relief) EU merger law changes (including the
mergers simplification package and UK merger law changes) Key content includes:
Preliminary considerations A discussion of the nature of joint ventures and
shareholders' agreements Financing the venture Tax and accounting
considerations for UK corporate joint ventures Regulatory matters Employment and
pension issues Key issues in structuring and drafting UK corporate joint venture
documentation and shareholders' agreements Deadlock and minority protection
Voting rights and board representation Restrictive covenants Joint ventures and
shareholders' agreements in practice Articles of association Transfers of assets EU
and UK Competition law including Brexit issues.

Corporate Counsel's Guide to Laws of International Trade
A new book on merger control, edited by Van Bael & Bellis partners Jean-Francois
Bellis and Porter Elliott, was published on 14 September 2011. The 820-page book,
which is part of the European Lawyer Reference Series, provides an overview of
the jurisdictional, procedural and substantive merger control rules in over 40 major
jurisdictions worldwide. Leading firms from across the globe contributed to this
book, which is among the most comprehensive of its kind on the market.
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ELLIS
Review of Socialist Law
Navigating the regulatory frameworks which apply to oil and gas projects around
the world can be a complex challenge, particularly as industry investors continue
to develop resources further and further afield. Written by experts from leading law
firms across the world, Oil & Gas - A comparative guide to the regulation of oil and
gas projects, provides a comprehensive comparative guide to the regulation of oil
and gas projects in 17 key oil and gas producing jurisdictions of our time. It serves
as an essential starting reference for understanding the vital elements of oil and
gas regulation in those jurisdictions, covering licensing and approvals regimes,
state participation rights, foreign investment restrictions, land access, taxation,
environment, safety and much more.

Joint Venture Company - JVC Under German and UK
Jurisdictions
Tax Strategies for Corporate Acquisitions, Dispositions, SpinPage 10/16
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offs, Joint Ventures and Other Strategic Alliances, Financings,
Reorganizations and Restructurings
The globally-sourced guide to the latest IFRS, with practical application advice
Wiley IFRS 2015 is a complete guide to the latest International Financial Reporting
Standards set forth by the International Accounting Standards Board. Written by an
international team of experts in global accounting standards, this guide provides
detailed information on the latest changes to the IFRS, with comprehensive
coverage of IFRIC interpretations and the tools needed to maintain IFRScompliance. Readers will find clear, concise explanations delineated by topic for
easy navigation, designed for both quick reference in-depth study, with practical
advice for implementing IFRS in real-life scenarios. The goal of the IASB is to
achieve global convergence of accounting standards, reducing preparation costs
and facilitating the assessment of business outcomes. The IFRS are a key part of
the strategy, simplifying reporting for multinational corporations and the analysts
and investors tasked with evaluating results. Wiley IFRS 2015 details the most
recent changes to the standards, with expert guidance toward implementation.
Readers will: Grasp the underlying framework of the International Financial
Reporting Standards Understand how to interpret the standards and apply them in
the real world Follow the Disclosure Checklist to verify completeness and IFRS
compliance Learn from the experts when implementing IFRS for the first time More
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and more countries are either adopting IFRS or adapting local standards to align
with those set by the IASB. The standards change annually, and failure to stay up
to date can affect business strategy and outcomes, especially when working
internationally. Wiley IFRS 2015 provides the latest information and expert
guidance, helping practitioners match IFRS to real-world practice.

The Canadian Edge
Review
Alternative Corporate Re-engineering
Antitrust
Explains and illustrates the major legal principles governing the formation,
operation and termination of partnerships and the way they apply in practice, and
incorporates updates to all statutory references and to all major new cases,
expands on existing explanations and, where relevant, includes additional case
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examples to illustrate how those principles apply in practice.

The International Lawyer's Deskbook
Oil & Gas
Quarterly journal on investment conditions in Canada.

Current Law Index
The authors of this book analyse the social and technical nature and role of XBRL
in information supply chains and capital markets as well as the XBRL standard and
taxonomies. They provide a critical view of XBRL from a research perspective,
present different projects in the XBRL area and indicate future directions for XBRL
research. Current research questions are taken up and discussed from different
perspectives. From a technical point of view, the spectrum encompasses the
internal perspective up to the final user layer. Apart from these technical issues,
there are also key socio-technical aspects which are vital to the understanding of
XBRL use.
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Effective International Joint Venture Management
Founded in 1912, the California Law Review was the first student law journal
published west of Illinois. Early issues focused primarily on critiquing proposed
California legislation. Eventually, the Review adopted a national focus; it now
publishes articles on problems and developments in all areas of the law.

Joint Ventures in China
Energy Policies of the Russian Federation
Master's Thesis from the year 2009 in the subject Law - Civil / Private / Trade / Anti
Trust Law / Business Law, grade: A, University of Bremen, language: English,
abstract: The recent trend of the global business has inspired me to carry out a
research on phenomenon known as Joint Ventures. Nowadays global economy is
complex, as companies and corporations with gorgeous experience and power
overload the market. The Keen rivalry between the corporate entities builds
insurmountable obstacles not only for individual persons or for novice companies
with less competitive strength, but also for big companies intending either to enter
a new market or to make a debut into the new product development. The most
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efficient tool, in case individual person or company is not capable of solely
handling the successful accomplishment of a business objective, is to constitute
alliance with another company or person, in other words, to acquire the urgent
help. The work goes beyond the common definitions and reviews the subject in
details, including significant examples and cases. It also includes the comparative
analysis between the German and the English jurisdiction in range of the
regulatory legislation for Joint Ventures. The reasons behind my decision to view
mentioned systems as the regulatory legislation are, on the one hand, the
diversification between these two jurisdictions and on the other hand the fact that
both are the major representatives of their law systems. My aim while making the
comparison between the two legislations was to show each possible
characterization of the subject.

New Dimensions of Business Reporting and XBRL
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